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KENYA WATER TOWERS BILL, 2019

A Bill for

AN ACT of Parliament to establish the Kenya Water Towers Authority; to provide for its functions, organization and administration; and for connected purposes

ENACTED by the Parliament of Kenya as follows –

PART I – PRELIMINARY

1. This Act may be cited as the Kenya Water Towers Act, 2019.

2. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires—

“Authority” means Kenya Water Towers Authority established by section 6;

“Biodiversity” means the variability among living organisms from all sources including, among others things, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems as defined in Article 2 of the Convention on Biodiversity adopted during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992;

“biodiversity hotspot” means a unique habitat with rare and diverse endangered species, that is under threat of destruction.

“Board” means the Board of Directors of the Authority established under section 8;

“Cabinet Secretary” means the Cabinet Secretary for the time being responsible for matters relating to the coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers in Kenya;

“co-ordination” in relation to the Authority means the establishment and implementation of an effective liaison
mechanism for harnessing the constructive cooperation and collaboration of all stakeholders in the exploitation, conservation, restoration and sustainable management of water towers;

“conservation” in relation to a water tower, refers to the protection, preservation, management, or restoration of the water tower and the ecological communities that inhabit it;

“community” means a group of people who on account of livelihood systems are affected directly or indirectly by the exploitation, conservation, restoration and sustainable management of water towers.

“customary use” means consistent and acquiesced access, use and enjoyment of the benefits accruing from a water tower, subject to conditions as prescribed under section 30;

“Director General” means the Director General of the Authority appointed under section 12;

“ecosystem” has the meaning assigned to it by section 2 of the Environmental Management and Coordination Act, 1999;

“ecosystem services” means the direct and indirect benefits acquired by humans from interaction with the natural ecosystem

“forestland” has the meaning assigned under section 2 of the Forest Conservation and Management Act, 2016.

“lead agency” means any government ministry, state corporation or state department under the national or county government in which any law vests functions of management, control or conservation or any element the exercise of which affects a water tower.

“livelihood systems” comprises the capabilities, assets (including both material and social resources) and activities required for a means of living. A livelihood system is sustainable when it can cope with and recover from stress and shocks and maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets both now and in the future, while not undermining the natural resource base.
“protection” in relation to a water tower means the framework and actions based on policies and procedures aimed at securing, conserving, rehabilitating and restoring any form of destruction that may have occurred to a water tower.

“restoration” in relation to a water tower means the process of supporting accelerated rehabilitation of ecosystems that have been destroyed, damaged or degraded with respect to their services, integrity, health and sustainability;

“rehabilitation” in relation to a water tower, refers to the actions taken to restore a degraded or damaged water tower to some degree of its former state;

“riparian habitat” has the meaning assigned to it by section 2 of the Water Act, 2016;

“sustainable management” means present use of the environment or natural resources which deliberately preserves it for use by future generations or enhances the carrying capacity of the supporting ecosystem;

“traditional knowledge “ means information that may be acquired, preserved and passed on through cultural and social processes unique to certain communities;

“water tower” means an elevated geographical area comprising mountains, hills, and plateaus where the topography, geology, soils and vegetation support reception, retention, infiltration, and percolation of precipitation and storage as groundwater, that is eventually released through springs, streams, rivers, swamps, lakes, and oceans to sustain connected biodiverse ecosystems and is harnessed for use;

“water body” means any significant accumulation of water that forms on the land such as ponds, puddles, swamps, lakes and streams or rivers;

“watershed” means the land trough that receives precipitation which flows on its way to a water body;

“wetlands” are areas of marsh, fen, peatland or water, whether natural or artificial, permanent or temporary, with water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt, including areas of marine water the depth of which at low tide does not exceed six metres.
3. (1) The Act shall apply to all water towers within the Republic of Kenya.

(2) This Act shall prevail in case of any inconsistency between this Act and any other legislation in matters relating to the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers.

4. The objects of this Act are to—

(a) provide a legal framework for effective coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers for purposes of fulfilling Articles 26 (1), 42, 43 (1) (c) and (d), 69 and 70 of the Constitution of Kenya;

(b) establish an institutional framework for effective oversight, coordination and monitoring of all interventions aimed at the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers;

(c) promote public awareness and community engagement in the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers.

5. In the performance of its functions and exercise of its powers conferred by this Act, the Authority shall be guided by the following principles—

(a) the right to life set out in Article 26 of the Constitution;

(b) the right to a clean and healthy environment set out in Article 42 of the Constitution;

(c) obligations of the State and every individual to protect and conserve the environment set out in Article 69 of the Constitution;

(d) good governance as set out in Article 10 of the Constitution;
(e) gender equality and involving of the youth in the coordination and conservation of water towers;

(f) public participation and community involvement in coordination and conservation of water towers;

(g) consultation and cooperation by both the national and county governments and their lead agencies in the coordination and conservation of water towers;

(h) values and principles of public service set out in Article 232 of the Constitution;

(i) ecosystem-based management approach in coordination and conservation of water towers;

(j) recognition and protection of customary access and use of water towers;

(k) recognition and utilization of traditional knowledge in coordination and conservation of water towers, in so far as they are consistent with the Constitution and not repugnant to justice and morality;

(l) the polluter pays principle;

(m) the precautionary principle;

(n) international cooperation;

(o) the no-net loss principle; and

(p) access, benefit-sharing, and intergenerational equity.

PART II- ADMINISTRATION

6. (1) There is established a Kenya Water Towers Authority.

(2) The Authority shall be a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal and shall in its corporate name, be capable of –

(a) suing and being sued;

(b) taking, purchasing or otherwise acquiring, holding,
charging and disposing of movable and immovable property;

(c) borrowing money or making investments;

(d) entering into contracts; and

(e) doing or performing all other things or acts necessary for the proper performance of its functions under this Act, which may lawfully be done or performed by a body corporate.

(3) The headquarters of the Authority shall be in Nairobi; the Authority shall ensure its services are accessible in all parts of the Republic.

7. The functions of the Authority shall be to-

(a) oversee, coordinate and monitor the protection, rehabilitation, conservation and sustainable management of water towers;

(b) coordinate and oversee the recovery and restoration of water tower lands;

(c) support and promote the implementation of sustainable nature based enterprises and community livelihood improvement programs to ease pressure on water tower resources in accordance with natural resource conservation;

(d) mobilize resources from the Government, development partners and other stakeholders as well as through payment for ecosystem services including carbon reservoirs and sequestration;

(e) map out and engage with the stakeholders relevant to the protection, rehabilitation, conservation and sustainable management of water towers at both the levels of national and county governments;

(f) in consultation with relevant stakeholders identify water towers;
(g) in consultation with relevant stakeholders delineate the physical boundaries of water towers;

(h) assess and monitor the protection, rehabilitation, conservation and management activities in the water towers;

(i) establish ecosystem health standards, guidelines and regulations for the subscription of all activities and processes affecting water towers;

(j) develop and implement water tower strategies and management plans to guide the conservation of water towers;

(k) coordinate and oversee an integrated water tower monitoring system;

(l) develop and implement a payment for ecosystem services framework in consultation with lead agencies;

(m) undertake Total Economic Valuation (TEV) of all water tower ecosystems in the country to support implementation of an effective Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) framework;

(n) in collaboration with lead agencies develop and from time to time, review a mechanism for tax and fiscal incentives in relation to water tower conservation;

(o) periodically undertake a Water Tower Ecosystem Audit and make relevant recommendations for sustainability;

(p) prepare Bi-annual Water Towers Status Report for the Cabinet Secretary and Parliament;

(q) develop, maintain and regularly update a geo-database of all water towers in Kenya;

(r) monitor the health of water towers by reference to the standards established under paragraph (i);
(s) conduct, promote and coordinate research towards the sustainable conservation and exploitation of water towers;

(t) undertake, in co-operation with lead agencies and other actors, awareness on the importance of and the need for conservation of water towers; promote information, education and communication on sustainable conservation of water towers;

(u) devise a stakeholder engagement mechanism to facilitate the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, restoration and sustainable exploitation of water towers in the country;

(v) make policy recommendations to the Cabinet Secretary on coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation and sustainable management of water towers including recommendations on the joining or implementation of any international treaty, convention or agreement it deems necessary for the health of water towers;

(w) support, promote and coordinate climate change adaptation and mitigation interventions for climate change resilience in communities around and within water towers;

(x) establish strategic partnerships and linkages with relevant stakeholders to facilitate the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, sustainable management of the water towers and all other activities of the Authority; and

(y) perform such other functions as the Cabinet Secretary may, from time to time, assign to the Authority.

8. (1) The management of the Authority shall vest in a Board of Directors which shall consist of –

(a) a Chairperson appointed by the President;

(b) the Principal Secretary of the Ministry for the time being responsible for water towers or a representative designated in writing by that Principal Secretary;
(c) the Principal Secretary of the Ministry for the time being responsible for complementary matters relevant to the wellbeing of water towers namely, and in order of priority, environment; water; and natural resources provided that none of the three are matters that fall under the jurisdiction of the Ministry in (b) above, or a representative designated in writing by that Principal Secretary;

(d) the Principal Secretary of the Ministry for the time being responsible for energy or a representative designated in writing by that Principal Secretary;

(e) the Cabinet Secretary responsible for finance or a representative designated in writing by that Cabinet Secretary;

(f) four other members appointed by the Cabinet Secretary in accordance with subsection (2) to represent organisations and groups of persons that will add value to the Board in the execution of its mandate;

(g) the Director General who shall be the Secretary to the Board and an ex officio member with no vote right to vote.

(2) The appointment of Board members under 1 (a) and (f) above shall be by gazette notice.

(3) Where the Ministry for the time being responsible for matters pertaining to water towers encompasses the subject matters listed in 1(c) above simultaneously, the Cabinet Secretary shall appoint another member under the terms outlined in 1(f) above.

9. (1) A person shall be qualified for appointment as a Board Member if such a person—

(a) is a citizen of Kenya;
(b) possesses a degree from a University recognized in Kenya;

(c) has proven management skills or other relevant professional experience;

(d) meets the requirements of Chapter Six of the Constitution;

(e) meets the requirements of the fit and proper test.

(2) In addition to the qualifications outlined in (1) above a person shall be qualified for appointment as Chairperson of the Board if they possess demonstrated leadership abilities and problem solving skills.

(3) A person shall not be qualified for appointment as a member of the Board under section 8 (1) (a) and (f) if the person-

(a) is a State or public officer;

(b) is a member of a governing body of a political Party;

(c) is an undischarged bankrupt; or

(d) has been removed from public office for contravening the Constitution or any other law.

(4) The Chairperson and the Board members shall serve for a term of three years and shall be eligible for re-appointment for one further term of three years.

(5) The members of the Board shall be appointed at different times so that the respective expiry dates of their terms of office fall at different times.

(6) The Board shall conduct its affairs in accordance with the provisions of the Schedule, but subject thereto, the Board may regulate its own procedure.

(7) The Board may establish such committees as may be necessary, with specified terms of reference, to enable the carrying out of any specialized activities with respect to the
coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers.

(8) The membership of the committees shall be drawn from the Board.

(9) The Board may invite experts whose knowledge and skills are found necessary for the functions of the Authority to attend sessions of its committees for a particular agenda for a definitive period.

10. (1) The Board shall have all powers necessary for the proper performance of the functions of the Authority under this Act.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the Board shall have power to –

(a) oversight the Authority in the execution of its mandate; specifically, to control, supervise and administer the assets of the Authority in such manner as best promotes the purpose for which the Authority is established;

(b) provide information to cabinet secretaries in charge of ministries that have a bearing on water towers as may be necessary and appropriate;

(c) set up regional offices where deemed appropriate;

(d) advise the Cabinet Secretary with regard to the setting up of an inter-ministerial or interagency team where necessary to deal with emergencies or exigencies about water towers;

(e) determine the provisions to be made for capital and recurrent expenditure and for the reserves of the Authority;

(f) receive any grants, gifts, donations or endowments and make legitimate disbursements there from;

(g) levy fees for services rendered by the Authority as may be determined from time to time by the Board;
(h) open such banking accounts for the funds of the Authority as may be necessary;

(i) subject to approval of the Cabinet Secretary for the time being responsible for matters relating to finance, invest any of the Board's funds not immediately required for the purposes of this Act, as it may determine;

(j) enter into association with such other bodies or organizations within or outside Kenya as it may consider desirable or appropriate in furtherance or for the performance of its functions under this Act;

(k) formally request assistance from any entity authorized by law to have a uniformed and disciplined force, to carry out a task under this Act where relevant and necessary, in accordance with all relevant laws;

(l) mobilize resources for the fulfilment of its functions;

(m) perform or undertake any other activity that may be necessary for the fulfilment of any of the functions of the Authority under this Act.

11. The members of the Board shall be paid such remuneration, allowances and disbursements for expenses as may be approved by the Cabinet Secretary in consultation with the Salaries and Remuneration Commission.

12. (1) There shall be a Director General of the Authority who shall be competitively recruited and appointed by the Board and whose terms and conditions of service shall be determined by the Board of the Authority within the guidelines set by the State Corporations Advisory Committee;

(2) The Director General shall be the Secretary to the Board and an ex officio member with no right to vote.

(3) The Director General shall subject to the directions of the Board -

(a) be responsible for the day to day management of the affairs and staff of the Authority;
(b) be responsible for the execution and communication of the Board’s strategies, decisions and policies;

(c) be the head of the Secretariat and serve as the link between the Board and the management;

(d) develop and recommend to the Board the annual plans for the organization;

(e) be responsible for the achievements of the objectives of the organization, and

(f) perform such other duties the Board may from time to time, determine.

(4) A person shall be qualified for appointment as the Director General if the person-

(a) holds a Master’s degree in a relevant discipline or field from a recognized university;

(b) possesses at least ten years’ experience in management, five of which shall be in a relevant discipline or field;

(c) has served in a position of senior management for a period of at least five years;

(d) satisfies the requirements of Chapter Six of the Constitution;

(e) Meets the requirements of the fit and proper test

(5) The Director General shall hold office on such terms and conditions of employment as the Board may determine.

(6) The Director General shall submit to the Board for approval, no later than three months before the commencement of each financial year, a programme of activities of the Board in respect of that financial year.

(7) The Board may remove the Director General from office in accordance with the terms and conditions of service on grounds of—

(a) inability to perform the functions of the office arising out of physical or mental incapacity;
(b) gross misconduct or misbehaviour;

(c) incompetence or neglect of duty; or

(d) any other ground that would justify the removal from office under the terms and conditions of service.

(8) Before removal under subsection (7), the Director General shall be —

(a) informed in writing of the reasons for the intended removal; and

(b) given an opportunity to put in a defence against the allegations.

13. (1) The Director General shall, with the approval of the Board, propose the establishment of ad hoc interagency coordination committees where appropriate to deliberate, resolve, make recommendations and champion sustainable solutions to pressing concerns affecting the coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of specific water towers.

(2) The Director General’s request to the Board regarding the establishment of an ad hoc interagency coordination committee will include the committee’s; terms of reference, criteria for selection of members, identity of the chairperson, secretariat that shall serve the committee, powers, reporting structure, term limit and any other relevant parameters that circumscribe the reach and operations of the ad hoc interagency coordination committee;

(3) The ad hoc interagency coordination committees shall draw membership from among relevant stakeholders whose role is critical to the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of the specified water towers;

(4) The membership of such committees shall not exceed ten persons excluding the chairperson of the ad hoc interagency coordination committee who shall be a person designated by the Director General from within the staff of the Authority provided that where appropriate the committee may be co-chaired by another member of the team respectively;
(5) The life of the ad hoc interagency coordination committee shall not exceed one year;

(6) The respective regional offices of the Authority shall provide the secretariat of the ad hoc interagency coordination committees.

(7) The ad hoc interagency coordination committees’ recommendations regarding appropriate measures to be implemented concerning the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of specified water towers shall be tabled before the Board for its deliberation and adoption;

(8) Upon adoption of such recommendations by the Board all concerned stakeholders shall implement and file periodic reports with the Authority.

(9) The Director General may convene quarterly meetings with other chief executive officers from within the sector to update, discuss or agree on matters relevant to the wellbeing of water towers.

14. (1) The Board may appoint for the Authority such staff as are necessary for the proper discharge of its functions under this Act, upon such terms and conditions of service as may be determined by the Public Service Commission, and whose remuneration shall be advised by the Salaries and Remuneration Commission.

(2) The Board may engage the services of such experts in respect of any of its functions in which the experts have special competence.

15. (1) The common seal of the Authority shall be kept in such custody as the Board may direct and shall not be used except on the order of the Board.

(2) The affixing of the common seal of the Authority shall be authenticated by the signature of the Director General and any document not required by law to be made under seal and all decisions of the Board may be authenticated by the signatures of both the Chairperson and the Director General;
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (2) the Board shall, in the absence of either the Chairperson or the Director General in a particular matter, nominate one member to authenticate the seal on behalf of either the Chairperson or the Director General.

(4) The common seal of the Authority when affixed to a document and duly authenticated shall be judicially noticed and unless the contrary is proved, any necessary order or authorization by the Board under this section shall be presumed to have been duly given.

16. (1) No matter done by a member of the Board or by any officer, member of staff, or agent of the Board shall, if the matter or thing is done *bona fide* for the purpose of executing the functions, powers or duties of the Board under this Act, render the member, officer, employee or agent or any person acting on their directions personally liable in an action, claim or demand whatsoever.

(2) Any expenses incurred by any person in any suit or prosecution brought against him or her in any court, in respect of any act which is done or purported to be done by him or her under the direction of the Board, shall, if the court holds that such act was done *bona fide*, be paid out of the funds of the Board, unless such expenses are recovered by him or her in such suit or prosecution.

(3) The provisions of (1) and (2) above shall not relieve the Board of the liability to pay compensation or damages to any person for any injury to him or her, his or her property or any of his or her interests caused by the exercise of any power conferred by this Act or any other written law or by the failure, wholly or partially, of any works.

17. (1) The Board may, by resolution either generally or in any particular case, delegate in writing to any committee or to any member, officer, employee or agent of the Authority, the exercise of any of the powers or the performance of any of the functions or duties of the Authority under this Act or under any other written law.
PART III – COORDINATION AND CONSERVATION OF WATER TOWERS.

18. (1) The Cabinet Secretary may in accordance with this Act, gazette any geographic area within the Republic to be a water tower.

(2) An area may be gazetted as a water tower, under subsection (1) only upon recommendation by the Authority.

(3) The Authority shall, before making its recommendation satisfy itself that the geographical area proposed for gazettement meets the definition of a water tower as defined under this Act.

(4) The Authority may recommend the compulsory acquisition of private or community land in accordance with the Constitution and relevant statutes where such measure is deemed critical to the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers.

19. The extent of the boundaries of water towers shall be determined by the Authority guided by the structure and function of the water tower.

20. (1) The Authority shall, after public participation and upon undertaking of a strategic ecosystem assessment, prepare a national water towers coordination and conservation strategy at least once every five years for approval by the Cabinet Secretary.

(2) The plan shall—

(a) prescribe the principles, objectives, standards, indicators, procedures and incentives for the protection, rehabilitation, conservation and sustainable management of water towers;

(b) include a statement of the short and medium term operational and management objectives of the Authority for at least five years;

(c) outline the strategies and policies that the Authority intends to adopt in order to achieve its objectives; and
(d) include, among other things, an operational plan, a financial plan, a human resources plan and performance indicators.

21. The Authority shall-

(a) promote research as the foundation for decision making and planning in the coordination and conservation of water towers;

(b) undertake ecosystem valuation of all water towers to provide a basis for ecosystem planning and for sustainable investment towards achieving socio-economic development;

(c) foster exchange of data and information on the state of water towers across lead agencies for conservation, planning and management of water towers;

(d) integrate traditional knowledge with mainstream scientific knowledge in the coordination and conservation of water towers;

(e) maintain a database of all information relevant to the management of water towers containing data and information submitted by lead agencies;

(f) negotiate and enter into agreements and memorandums of understanding with relevant entities in pursuit of the objectives of this Act;

(g) identify and recommend to the Cabinet Secretary appropriate measures necessary for the national implementation of any treaty, convention or agreement for the coordination and conservation of water towers.

22. (1) The Authority shall develop and publish standards to be maintained within water towers for purposes of their protection, rehabilitation, conservation and sustainable management.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1) the Authority shall—
(a) in collaboration with the relevant lead agencies and other relevant authorities prescribe the manner of water access and the different types of water use within and around areas affecting water towers;

(b) in collaboration with the relevant lead agencies prescribe the appropriate types of plant species for planting in water towers and their different production modes where deemed critical.

23. (1) Pursuant to the provisions of section 22, all state and non-state actors involved in the conservation, management, and direct or indirect exploitation of water towers, shall comply the standards published by the Authority.

(2) The Authority shall keep an updated register of specific activities affecting water towers that may result in violation of the standards in (1) above.

(3) The Authority shall prescribe the procedures for inspection of the register in (2) above by any interested parties.

24. (1) The Authority shall oversee the periodic and systematic monitoring of water towers for determination of their status.

(2) The Authority shall develop a mechanism in consultation with the relevant lead agencies, stakeholders and communities for monitoring the adherence to the standards established for the health of water towers.

(3) The Authority shall use all available technologies in the monitoring and assessment of the health of water towers.

(4) The Authority shall, in the performance of its functions under this section, work with the relevant stakeholders and communities to ensure effective monitoring of water tower health.

25. (1) The Authority shall undertake coordination and conservation activities in collaboration with communities.

(2) The Authority shall initiate voluntary programmes involving communities targeted towards the protection,
rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers.

(3) The Authority shall observe the use of free, prior and informed consent where applicable in its involvement of the community.

26. (1) The Authority shall conduct public participation and engage the relevant stakeholders in decision-making.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the Authority shall conduct public participation and engage the lead agencies in the—

(a) preparation of the water towers coordination and conservation strategies;

(b) identification of water towers;

(c) variation of boundaries of water towers;

(d) such other activities as may be provided for in this Act.

27. (1) The Authority shall, in collaboration with the national and county governments and in partnership with registered non-state actors promote public awareness on the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers through comprehensive nationwide educational and information campaigns.

(2) The Authority shall, in collaboration with the Ministry responsible for Education at the national and county levels integrate instruction on the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers into the basic education curriculum for both informal and non-formal learning systems.

28. (1) The Authority shall cooperate and collaborate with county governments in its oversight and coordination of the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers that spread across county boundaries.
(2) The Authority shall advise the State on matters concerning the joint protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of transnational water towers.

### Investment and Benefits sharing.

29. (1) The Authority shall prescribe the manner in which investors may engage in the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers.

(2) Benefits accruing from the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers shall be enjoyed and shared by the people of Kenya at the national, county and sub-county levels in accordance with this Act or any other applicable written law.

(3) Communities shall-

   (a) be entitled to such benefits as may be prescribed in the regulations pursuant to this Act;

   (b) register such associations as may be prescribed for purposes of accessing the benefits under paragraph (2)

(3) Subject to Article 66 of the Constitution investors in water towers shall put into place such benefit sharing mechanisms as may be negotiated at the county government level for the benefit of local communities; which may include the provision of infrastructure, education, employment collaborative projects or other social amenities.

### Customary access and use.

30. (1) A person may, subject to subsection (2), access, use and enjoy any whole or part of a water tower ecosystem services as established by custom.

(2) Any claim for access by custom shall be assessed by the Authority to ensure that it-

   (a) conforms to the Constitution or any other written law;

   (b) is not repugnant to justice and morality;

   (c) is for non-commercial purposes.
31. (1) The Authority shall prepare a water towers health status report annually.

(2) The Authority shall submit the water tower health status report to the Cabinet Secretary and Parliament within three months after the end of the year to which it relates.

(3) The Director General shall submit for the approval of the Board an outline of the content that shall comprise the water tower status report in respect of the year to which it relates.

32. The Authority shall maintain a register of all water towers which shall be open for inspection to the public at the offices of the Authority at a prescribed fee.

PART IV – PENAL PROVISIONS

33. (1) All persons shall —

(a) cooperate with and provide all reasonable access and assistance to the Authority to enable it carry out its functions and duties under this Act;

(b) furnish the Authority with such information as the Authority may reasonably require for the purpose of the performance of its functions under this Act.

(2) Any person who-

(a) obstructs or hinders the Authority from carrying out its duties under this Act;

(b) knowingly makes a false or misleading statement to the Authority;

(c) refuses or declines to disclose to the Authority any information that the Authority may require for the proper performance of its functions under this Act;

commits an offence and shall be liable to a fine not less than two hundred thousand shillings or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding six months or both.

34. (1) A person shall not undertake any of the following activities within a water tower except under authority of any written law—

(a) fell, cut, take, burn, injure or remove any produce;

(b) enter or remain in the water tower between the hours of 7 p.m. and 6 a.m. or such other hours as may be prescribed unless the entry is for prescribed purposes;

(c) erect any unauthorised building or livestock enclosure;

(d) smoke, where smoking is by notice prohibited, or kindle, carry or throw down any fire, match or other lighted material;

(e) de-pasture or allow any livestock to be therein;

(f) clear, cultivate or break up land for cultivation or for any other purpose;

(g) enter any part thereof which may be closed to any person;

(h) collect any honey or beeswax, or hang on any tree or elsewhere any honey barrel or other receptacle for the purpose of collecting any honey or beeswax, or enter therein for the purpose of collecting honey and beeswax, or be therein with any equipment designed for the purpose of collecting honey or beeswax;

(i) introduce any exotic genetic material or invasive plants;

(j) dump any solid, liquid, toxic or other wastes;

(k) grow any plant from which narcotic drugs can be extracted;

(l) extract, remove, or cause to be removed, any tree,
(m) construct any road or path;
(n) make or possess charcoal;
(o) set fire to, or assist any person to set fire to, any grass or undergrowth or any water tower produce;
(p) possess, bring or introduce any chain saw or logging tools or equipment;
(q) damage, alter, shift, remove or interfere in any way whatsoever with any beacon, boundary mark, fence notice or notice board.

(2) Any person who contravenes the provisions of subsection (1) commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not less than five hundred thousand shillings or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding twelve months, or to both such fine and imprisonment.

(3) In addition to the punishment stipulated in subsection (2) above the Court may further issue an order requiring that a convicted person restores at his own cost, the water tower to as near as it may be to its original state prior to the commission of the offence.

(4) The Cabinet Secretary may, on recommendation of the Authority, make rules or regulations for or with respect to:

(a) prescribing measures on permissible activities that can be carried out within water towers located in private land;
(b) prescribing measures on permissible activities that can be carried out within the buffer zone of water towers;
(c) prescribing measures on prohibited and permissible activities that can be carried out within the water towers.

Offences by bodies corporate.

35. (1) When an offence under this Act, is committed by a body corporate, the body corporate and any director or officer of the body corporate who failed to exercise due diligence,
efficiency and economy to ensure compliance with this Act, commits the offence.

(2) Where an offence is committed under this Act by a partnership, every partner or officer of the partnership who failed to exercise due diligence, efficiency and economy to ensure compliance with this Act, commits the offence.

General penalty

36. A person who commits an offence under this Act for which the penalty is not provided shall be liable upon conviction to a fine of not less than five hundred thousand shillings, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or both such fine and imprisonment.

Dispute resolution

37. (1) Any dispute that may arise in respect of the coordination and conservation of water towers shall in the first instance be referred to alternative dispute resolution.

(2) Any matter that may remain un-resolved under subsection (1), shall be referred to the National Environment Tribunal for determination, pursuant to which an appeal subsequent thereto shall, where applicable, lie in the Environment and Land Court as established under the Environment and Land Court Act, 2011.

PART V – PROVISIONS ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION

38. (1) For the purposes of Article 94 (6) of the Constitution—

(a) the purpose and objective of the delegation under this section is to enable the Cabinet Secretary to make regulations for better carrying into effect the provisions of this Act;
(b) the authority of the Cabinet Secretary to make rules under this Act will be limited to bringing into effect the provisions of this Act and fulfilment of the objectives specified under this section and under section 4;

(c) the principles and standards applicable to the delegated power referred to under section 39 are those found in-

(i) this Act;

(ii) the Statutory Instruments Act, 2013;

(iii) the Interpretation and General Provisions Act;

(iv) the general rules of international law as specified under Article 2(5) of the Constitution; and

(v) any treaty and convention ratified by Kenya under Article 2(6) of the Constitution.

Regulations.

39. (1) The Cabinet Secretary may, on recommendation of the Authority, make regulations generally for the better carrying out of the objects of this Act.

(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the Regulations may provide for-

(a) the process of identification, delineation, gazettement, variation of boundaries, buffer zones, and degazettement of water towers;

(b) standards to be maintained for the health of water tower ecosystems, including but not limited to permitted, restricted, and prohibited activities within water towers;

(c) the manner in which the Authority shall collect and disseminate data relating to protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers;

(d) the Total Economic Valuation of water towers;
(e) the manner in which the Authority may collaborate with state and non-state actors in adopting appropriate systems for the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers;

(f) a framework for Payment for Ecosystem Services;

(g) periodic monitoring and sustainability assessments of water towers;

(h) community engagement in the coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers;

(i) identify the benefits to be shared by communities engaging in coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers;

(j) stipulate the formula for the benefits sharing in (i) above;

(k) the registration of community associations for the purpose of accessing benefits under section 29, the criteria, and process of accessing such benefits;

(l) the prescription or prohibition of anything required by this act to be prescribed or prohibited.

PART VI - FINANCIAL PROVISIONS

40. The funds of the Authority shall comprise of –

(a) The Water Towers Conservation Fund as may be appropriated by the National Assembly for the purposes of the Authority;

(b) gifts, grants, donations or endowments as may be given to the Authority;

(c) monies that may accrue to or vest in the Authority in the course of the exercise of its functions under this Act;

(d) fees for services rendered by the Authority; and
Utilization of funds of the Authority

41. (1) Save for monies received from the sources listed in section 40, the Authority may utilize its funds to—

(a) mobilize resources for the coordination, protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers;

(b) implement the Authority’s strategic plan;

(c) raise awareness on the protection, rehabilitation, conservation, and sustainable management of water towers for those benefiting from water towers or involved in activities that have a direct impact on them;

(d) increase water towers owners’ capacity and efficiency in water tower conservation, use and management;

(e) facilitate research intended to further the conservation of water towers;

(f) finance programs, projects or non-project activities in which the Government has not invested or which fail to meet investment requirement;

(g) finance the operations of the Authority.

(2) Monies received from the sources listed in section 40 shall be used specifically for the purpose of conservation of water towers.

Financial year

42. The financial year of the Authority shall be the period of twelve months ending on the thirtieth June in each year.

Annual estimates

43. (1) At least three months before the commencement of each financial year, the Board shall cause to be prepared a statement of the financial position of the assets and liabilities of the Authority and estimates of the revenue and expenditure of the Authority for that year.
(2) The annual estimates shall make provision for all estimated expenditure of the Authority for the financial year and in particular, the estimates shall provide for –

(a) the programmes of the Authority;

(b) the payment of the salaries, allowances and other charges in respect of directors and staff of the Authority;

(c) the payment of pensions, gratuities and other charges in respect of the staff of the Authority;

(d) the proper maintenance of the buildings and grounds of the Authority;

(e) the maintenance, repair and replacement of the equipment and other property of the Authority; and

(f) the creation of such reserve funds to meet future or contingent liabilities in respect of retirement benefits, insurance or replacement of buildings or equipment, or in respect of such other matters as the Board may deem appropriate.

(3) The annual estimates shall be approved by the Board before the commencement of the financial year to which they relate and shall be submitted to the Cabinet Secretary for approval and after the Cabinet Secretary’s approval, the Board shall not increase the annual estimates of the Authority without the consent of the Cabinet Secretary.

(44) (1) The Board shall cause to be kept all proper books and records of accounts of the income, expenditure and assets of the Authority.

(2) Within a period of three months from the end of each financial year, the Board shall submit to the Auditor-General the accounts of the Authority together with-

(a) a statement of financial performance of the Authority during that year; and

(b) a statement of financial position of the Authority on the last day of that year.
(c) A certificate that the values and principles of public financial management including prudence, efficiency and value for money have been observed.

(d) The accounts of the Authority shall be audited and reported upon in accordance with the Public Audit Act, 2015.

45. The Board may invest any of the monies of the Authority in securities, in which for the time being trustees may by law invest trust funds, or in any other securities or banks which the Treasury may, from time to time, approve for that purpose.

46. The Cabinet Secretary may, on recommendation of the Authority, make regulations for or with respect to the payment for ecosystem services.

47.(1) The Authority shall recommend to the Cabinet Secretary in charge of Treasury, tax and fiscal incentives for conservation of water towers;

(2) The incentives referred to in subsection (1) may be proposed in respect of-

(a) investors;

(b) private land owners who house whole or part of water towers.; and

(c) Communities around water towers undertaking conservation activities.

(3) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the tax and fiscal incentives may include—

(a) customs and excise waiver in respect of imported capital goods or tax rebates to water tower industries and other establishments investing in plants, equipment and machinery for improved resource utilization and for using other energy resources as substitutes for hydrocarbons;
(b) exemption from payment of all or part of the land rates and such other charges as may be levied in respect of the land in cases where a water tower is housed either wholly or partially in private land;

(c) exemption from payment of charges for water use and other ecosystem services as may be prescribed by the Authority for the community.

(d) tax disincentives to deter bad environmental behaviour that leads to degradation of water towers.

PART VII –TRANSITIONAL AND SAVINGS


49. Section 116 of the Wildlife Conservation and Management Act, 2013 is amended in subsection (2) by deleting paragraph (g).

50. (1) In this section-

“appointed day” means the day upon which this Act comes into operation;

“Agency” means the Kenya Water Towers Agency established by the Kenya Water Towers Agency Order, 2012 made under the State Corporations Act.

(2) On the appointed day, all the funds, assets and other property, both movable and immovable, which immediately before such date were vested in the Agency, shall by virtue of this subsection, vest in the Authority.

(3) On the appointed day, all rights, powers and liabilities, whether arising under any written law or otherwise which immediately before such day were vested in, imposed on or enforceable against the Agency shall, by virtue of this subsection, be deemed to be vested in, imposed on or enforceable against the Authority.
(4) The Chairman and other members of the Board of the Agency, including the Chief Executive Officer of the Agency shall be deemed to be the Chairperson, members of the Board and the Director General respectively appointed under this Act for the remainder of their terms.

(5) On the appointed day, any person who, immediately before the commencement of this Act, was a member of staff of the Agency shall be deemed to be a member of staff of the Authority for the unexpired period of his or her service.

(6) Any reference in any written law or in any document or instrument to the Agency shall on and after the appointed day, be construed to be a reference to the Authority.

(7) (1) The annual estimates of the Agency for the financial year in which the appointed day occurs shall be deemed to be annual estimates of the Authority for the remainder of that financial year;

(2) Provided that such estimates may be varied by the Board in such manner as the Cabinet Secretary may approve.

(8) The administrative directions made by the Agency or by the Cabinet Secretary that are in force immediately before the appointed day shall, on and after such day, have force as if they were directions made by the Board or the Cabinet Secretary under this Act.

(9) On the appointed day any legal proceedings against the Agency shall continue by or against the Authority.

SCHEDULE
PROVISIONS AS TO THE CONDUCT OF BUSINESS AND AFFAIRS OF THE BOARD.

1. (1) A member other than an ex-officio member may-

(a) at any time resign from office by notice in writing to the Cabinet Secretary;

(b) be removed from office by the Cabinet Secretary on recommendation of the Board if the member –
(i) has been absent from three consecutive meetings of the Board without its permission;

(ii) is convicted of a criminal offence that amounts to a felony under the Laws of Kenya;

(iii) is adjudged bankrupt or enters into a composition scheme or arrangement with his creditors;

(iv) is found to have acted in a manner prejudicial to the aims and objectives of this Act;

(v) fails to comply with the provisions of this Act relating to disclosure;

(vi) is incapacitated by prolonged physical or mental illness for a period exceeding six months;

(vii) contravenes chapter six of the Constitution;

(viii) is otherwise unable or unfit to discharge their functions.

(2) Prior to a removal under paragraph (1) (b), the person shall be informed in writing of the reasons for the removal and shall be accorded the right to be heard.

(3) Where a member of the Board dies or resigns or otherwise vacates office before the expiry of the term of office, the appointing authority shall appoint another person in the place of such member.

2. (1) The Board shall meet not less than four times in every financial year and not more than four months shall elapse between the date of one meeting and the date of the next meeting.
(2) Notwithstanding subparagraph (1), the Chairperson may, and upon request in writing by at least five members shall, convene a special meeting of the Board at any time for the transaction of the business of the Board.

(3) Unless three quarters of the total members of the Board otherwise agree, at least fourteen days’ written notice of every meeting of the Board shall be given to every member of the Board.

(4) The quorum for the conduct of the business of the Board shall be half of the total members including the Chairperson or the person presiding.

(5) The Chairperson shall preside at every meeting of the Board but the members present shall elect one of their members to preside whenever the Chairperson is absent, and the person so elected shall have all the powers of the Chairperson with respect to that meeting and the business transacted thereat.

(6) Unless a unanimous decision is reached, a decision on any matter before the Board shall be by a majority of the votes of the members present and voting, and in case of an equality of votes, the Chairperson or the person presiding shall have a casting vote.

(7) Subject to subparagraph (4), no proceedings of the Board shall be invalid by reason only of a vacancy among the members thereof.

(8) Subject to the provisions of this Schedule, the Board may determine its own procedure and the procedure for any of its committees and for the attendance of other persons at its meetings and may make standing orders in respect thereof.

(4) All decisions by the committees shall be ratified by the Board.

3. (1) A member who has an interest in any contract, or other matter present at a meeting shall at the meeting and as soon as reasonably practicable after the commencement, disclose the fact thereof and shall not take part in the
consideration or discussion of, or vote on, any questions with respect to the contract or other matter, or be counted in the quorum of the meeting during consideration of the matter.

(2) A disclosure of interest made under subparagraph (1) shall be recorded in the minutes of the meeting at which it is made.

(3) A member of the Board who contravenes subparagraph (1) commits an offence and is liable to a fine not less than two hundred thousand shillings.

4. Any contract or instrument which, if entered into or executed by a person not being a body corporate, would not require to be under seal may be entered into or executed on behalf of the Board by any person generally or specially authorized by the Board for that purpose.